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QUESTION 1

You have been asked to review some network proposals by a major client. The client\\'s IT director needs to 

provision two Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) for a major application. Both applications use a large number of 

virtual machine instances, and so will ideally occupy VCNs with as many address spaces as possible. 

Additionally, in the future, VCN peering will be required to allow communication between the VCNs. 

Which of the following are valid IP ranges to consider for the VCNs? 

A. 10.0.0.0/24 and 10.0.1.0/24 

B. 10.0.1.0/24 and 10.0.1.0/27 

C. 10.0.0.0/16 and 10.0.64.0/24 

D. 10.0.0.0/8 and 11.0.0.0/8 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are trying to delete a compartment. The delete operation is falling and you need to troubleshoot the 

problem. 

Which step should NOT be considered when troubleshooting this issue? 

A. Verify that there are no policies In the root compartment that reference the compartment you are trying to delete. 

B. Verify that you have removed all resources from the compartment. 

C. Make sure you have at least one more compartment in your tenancy other than the root compartment. 

D. Search for resources in the compartment for each region that your tenancy is subscribed to. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are responsible for migrating your on-premises legacy databases on 11.2.0.4 version to Autonomous Transaction
Processing - Dedicated (ATP-D) in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As a solution architect, you need to plan your
migration approach. Which three options do you need to implement together to migrate your on-premises databases to
OCI? 

A. Retain all legacy structures and unsupported features (e.g. legacy LOBs) in the on-premises databases for
migration. 

B. Use Oracle Data Guard to keep on-premises database always active during migration. 
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C. Launch Autonomous Transaction Processing - Dedicated database in OCI. 

D. Retain changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views in the on-premises databases. 

E. Convert on-premises databases to PDB, upgrade to 19c, and encrypt. 

F. Use Oracle GoldenGate replication to keep on-premises database online during migration. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Dynamic Group. To determine the members of this group 

you are defining a set of matching rules. 

Which of the following are the supported variables to define conditions in the matching rules? (Choose 

Two) 

A. instance.compartment.id -the OCID of the compartment where the instance resides. 

B. instance.tenancy.id -the OCID of the tenancy where the instance resides. 

C. tag...value -the tag namespace and tag key. 

D. iam.policy.id - the OCID of the IAM policy to apply to the group. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

To serve web traffic for a popular product, your cloud engineer has provisioned four BM.Standard2.52 instances, event
spread across two availability domains in the us-asburn-1 region: LoadBalancer is used to deliver the traffic across
instances. After several months, the product grows even more popular and you need additional compute capacity. As a
result, an engineer provisioned two additional VM.Standard2.8 instances. You register the two VM. Standard2. 8
Instances with your load Balancer Backend sot and quickly find that the VM Standard2.8 Instances running at 100% of
CPU utilization but the BM.Standard2 .52 instances have significant CPU capacity that\\'s unused. Which option is the
most cost effective and uses instances capacity most effectively? 

A. Configure your Load Balance, with weighted round robin policy to distribute traffic to the compute instances, with
more weight assigned to bare metal instances. 

B. Configure Autoscaling instance pool with LoadBalancer to add up to 3 more BM.Standard2.52 Instances when
triggered. Shut off VM.Standard2.8 instances. 

C. Route traffic to BM.Standard2.52 and VM Standard2.8 instances directly using DNS and Health Checks. Shut off the
load Balances. 

D. Configure LoadBalancer with two VM Standard2.8 instances and use Autoscalling Instant pool to add up to two
additional VM instances. Shut off BM.Standard2.52 instances. 

Correct Answer: A 
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Customer have 4 BM.Standard2.52 and After several months he need additional compute capacity customer find The
VM Standard2.8 Instances running at 100% of CPU utilization but the BM.Standard2 .52 instances have significant CPU
capacity that unused. so the customer need to check the Load balance policy to make sure the 4 BM and VM is utilize
correctly 
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